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In Case No. 1487, State ex rel Reed
ers in each community for the purpose! American Troops to Patrol Border,
The Committee on Roads and Highlibrary books that have
it did
that
committee
The
reported
in
was
Method.
A
200
advertis-i
rebels
force of
of working with the national
dispatchHolloman v. T. D. Lleb, an election
Improvements
been worn out. It is seldom V
reported against House Bill No.
ways
was
by
flattered
Hines
Mr.
find
that
At a second business session reports ers for mutually profitable result ed Irom Juarez to drive the federals
contest, time was extended to June 3
that an opportunity like this is
9 as being too cumbersome and exAldrich
Senators
consulted
by
to file answer.
of committees were heard and adver- through national campaigns in local from Guadalupe. They will not reach being
offered to buy home-bakedesire pensive. The same reasons were adthere before nightfall. Meantime the and Penrose In regard to the
In Case 1443, motion for rehearing
tising men told of. improvements in newspapers.
goods. Any donations will be
elected to vanced against House Bill No. 130. It
- to have some Republican
of
are
small
federals
another
cplthe
"Third. Organization
of work.
Julius
bringing up
denied.
their methods
gratefully received, and while
recommended amendments to House
the Senate from Illinois.
In Case 1469. Western College, etc.,
Schneide'r, in an address on "The Or-- 1 retailer or specialty shops to give him umn behind Guadalupe to engage the
patrons of the library especially
the
Bill No. 121, the Scenic Highwey bill.
of
of
sense
"His
importance
good advertising service as his big advancing rebels. No ring is anticiganization Needs of Retail Ad vertis-la- s
are expected to attend, the genappellee v. J. W. Turknett, appellant,
i
"
Ing" said the "great and glaring fault!- eral public is invited also.
I
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Continue on Page Seven.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
of most big retail advertising is in- (Continued on Page Five.)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

The two following sums of money

j

Hamilton, Ohio, May 20. President
were received in the office of S'.ate
Treasurer O. X. Marron this morning: Taft in the last day of his campaign land commissioner, tour of Ohio, and in speech here toR. P.
Ervien,
S10.3S6.5S:
Imperial Fire Insurance day, made hot answer to Colonel
Roosevelt's charge that he had abolCompany, $1.
ished many important "commissions"
Company Changed Name
appointed in the last administration
was
this
The insurance department
that
by making the counter-chargmorning notified by the Frankfort- these commissions
had
frequently
Main, Accident and Plate Glass Insur- been unlawfully appointed.
Mr. Taft
ance Company of Frankfort-on-the- again decfared that Mr. Roosevelt evi
Mainfl, Fermany, that it has changed dently thought he was the Republican
In-- J
General
Its name to the Frankfort
party. It was a speech that handled
surance Company.
the former President without gloves,
Insurance Company Desires Admit- - and the crowd broke in several times
tance.
with cheers and applause.
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

hi
WITH

Always the Leader

M.

half hundred members of the profession gathered to discuss alcohol and MILLIONS OF FOLKS
its effects on the brain, the mentality,
USE ONLY GASCARETS
the individual and the offspring of alDrank Water to Gain Weight.
R.
Dr.
Charles
parents.
A Chicago man who wanted to join coholic
the police force drank enough water Stockard described the result of an They Never Have Headache, Biliousness, Sluggish Liver or Bowels
just before the examination, to bring extensive series of experiments which
him up to the standard weight. He he had conducted at Cornell. These
or a Sick, Sour Stomach.
were
with
of
had
fish
the eggs
that
was four pounds too light before.
s
been soaked in alcohol, with guinea-pigNo odds how bad your liver, stomThis is a poor way to gain weight
and mice which had been kept ach or bowels; how much
George Muller, Jr., of New York City,
your head
knows a much better way. He says. in a state of intoxication before giving aches, how miserable and uncomfort
to
found
birth
had
He
litters.
that
able you are from constipation, indi"I was pale and thin for a number of
years owing to poor blood. Tried sev- the eggs of fish, when hatched, had gestion, biliousness and sluggish indouble-j testines
eral different remedies but without developed monstrosities, some
you always get the desired
benefit until I came to Vinol. It is cer- headed, others with double brain. results with Cascarets and quickly too.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
tainly the best tonic I ever bousht. My some with four eyes and none normal.
appetite has returned, my weight is Eggs ofinchickens which had been bowels make you miserable another
same
showed
treated
the
many moment; put an end to the headache,
way
increasing right along and I feel at
least 100 per cent better than I have 'gross deformities when hatched. It biliousness,
nervousness,
dizziness,
was the same with guinea-pilitters. sick, sour, gassy stomach, backache
for a long time."
inFrom
alcoholic
he
this
that
argued
will
If you are thin and poor Vinol
jand all other distress; cleanse your in
increase your weight and give you new dulgence in the human, more particu side organs of all the poison and efin
the
in
would
the
result
female,
fete matter which is producing the
strength. Vinol is our delicious cod larly
liver and iron preparation without oil, transmission of inherited defective- misery.
and
degenerates
and is unequalled as a blood renewer fiess, epileptics,
Take a Cascaret now; don't wait un
and body builder, for all who are weak idiots.
til bedtime. In all the world there is
no remedy like this. A
and rundown. We guarantee it to
box
means health, happiness and a clear
Floods on the Animas.
please you if it does not, we give

Southern Corner Plaza,
CASH

PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
TICKETS
WE GIVE REGISTER

AND

RETAIL

the name

Coldwell Law

,

back your money. The Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X. M.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFaLFa SEED.

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive
Phone Black

45

pin

house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

Iola
El Toro

45
Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

AH

Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Yard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

Durango, Colo., May 20.

EAVESDROPPING.
Though the winds but stir on their
hoary thrones
Of hemlock and pungent pine,
All the whispering woodland tones
Gossip of things divine,

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their life isn't spent in a repair shop. They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every ma- cnine. A guarantee to give satisfaction
Cold wells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in d

sweet in the hermit
thrush,
And hoarse in the frog; and why
His touch on the bee is golden plush,
And gauze on the stinging fly;
mushroom

there,
And death in the toadstool here;
Mirth in the dancing maidenhair;
In its hidden adder, fear.

General Express Forwarders

9

TO

Parts of The World

All

SflVP MflflPV ai Inconven,ance

bT Purchasing Weils
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

mUUtJ

Payable

U.

Tixoufiiut

S., Canada, Mexico

MdCeu"Sifn

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
FIRST-CLAS-

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

139

LIVERY CO.,

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

I00DH

HACK LINE

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
25
cents.
Meals
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
Good covered? hacks and good
way.
BY
THE WEEK $5.(10
BOARD
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
French Noodle Order 10c a dlsn,
furnished commerc al men to take Ir
ew York Chop Suey 60c. the surrounding
Wire S'.nbudc
Station

oni.

If It's Hardware, We flave It.
Phone

14

weeks.

this berry that stains :ny lip
me the woodland
Could teach

THREE

chat,
Science would bow to my scholarship,
And Theology doff the hat.
Katherine Lee Bates, in Suburban
Life.

Fumes

MEN SUFFOCATED
GAS IN WYOMING MINE.

From Engine Exhaust Driven
Into Shaft Overcoming
Workmen.

House of Representatives, U. S.
Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, Washington, D. C, April 15, 1912.
E. McQueen Gray, President
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
My Dear Professor: Yours of
April Sth inclosing a bulletin,
written by yourself on "The
Spanish
Language in New
Mexico, a Natural Resource"
duly received.
I examined your bulletin and
letter with much interest and
believe that the suggestions
therein contained have much
merit. In view of the present
critical situation, the United
States can do no wiser thing
than to strengthen the ties
which bind us to our sister republics on the south. The establishment and maintenance
of a university in which the
Spanish language and Spanish
institutions would have a large
part, has much to commend It.
Yours very truly,
JOHN J. ESCH,

Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special
Cheyenne,
May 20 Thomas
Wyo.,
leOUND THE STATE
G. Smith, manager, William Horn, and
Joe Johns, were suffocated by gas in
the Williams Luman Mine at ShoStackpole-Chaveaccordshone, Wyoming, yesterday,
Miss Guadalupe Stackpole and
ing to advices received here today
E. Chavez were married at San
Their bodies were found by Engineer
Miguel church, Socorro, on Saturday. McClendon.
Smith formerly was a
member of the state legislature from
Killed a Rattlesnake.
Johnson county, and owner of stage
Mrs. John Summers, east of Estan-cia- , lines between Buffalo and Tensleep.
killed a large rattlesnake that
The engine room in the William
was coiled up and hissing on the Luman Mine is at the end of two hundrfront door step. The job was done ed-foot
shaft, where the gas enwith a 22 calibre rifle.
The gases
gine operates a hoist.
from the engine usually carried out
Bartender Arrested.
through a bore in the mountain. A
wind drove the gases back into the
Ca. Mammon, an jm raso uarieii i
j.
tunnel,
killing the two workmen,
the
been
has
arrested
der,
pending
investigation of the death of F. T. Smith, who went to their rescue was
William Horn's home is
Smith from a blow he received in an overcome.
El Paso saloon. Bob Blenn, the saloon at Lincoln, Nebraska,
keeper, has been summoned to appear
FIVE DROWNED WHEN
as a witness.
NO MIAND.
a
AUTO RAN INTO RIVER.
Ladlmt Ak your uruggleX for
Diamond TtrondV
Eliminating Undesirables.
Fills in Red and Ciold metallic Vir
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Omaha, May 20. Unless you are Chicago Chauffeur Took Spalding Car
Take mi other. Bur of your
for Joy Ride With Tragic
Itrusrirlnt. AbkfnrCIIl. CIIES.TER 3
physically, morally and mentally clean
IUAMONI JtUANI 1'ILI.M. for fifi
Ending.
years known as Best, Satest. Always Relianl
you cannot get married in Nebraska if
SOLD BV ORlifiOISTS FVERYWKE3E
the campaign now being waged by the
Nebraska Society for the Friendless (By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
succeeds in its efforts. The society
Chicago, 111., May 20. Five persons,
is carrying on a propaganda having for three men and two women, were
its object prevention of the marriage drowned early today when the automo- ceremony between any "undesirables bile in which they were riding plung
ed into the Calumet river at the
of any description.
WOOD
ond
street bridge.
One Body Recovered
Runaway Accident Results Seriously.
Manufacturer of
None of the names of the victims so
Mrs. Tom Osby of Tularosa was se
riously injured in a runaway accident far has been learned by the police and
which occurred last week. She had only one of the bodies has been
returned from Alamogordo and covered. One of the women jumped
had gotten into one ot the livery into the river as the embankment was Screen Windows, :: Screen Doors.
hacks at the depot. The team was reached,, according to a watchman.
SHOW CASES.
unhitched and the driver was putting Her body was recovered. The woman
r
was
old
twenty-fouhack
years
back
of
apparently
the
the baggage into the
the initials "A. M." were on a
when the horses, frightened by the
SANTA FE, N. M
Telephone 157 W.
shrill scream of the engine, ran oraceiei worn Dy ner.
Motor Car Plunged Into River.
away. Mrs. Osby was thrown out on
The automobile which was going
her head. She was unconscious for
two days and although she is report- about thirty miles an hour, turned NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
over as it went into the
ed to be slowly improving her condi- completely
one of the party was seen
river.
EXPRESS LINE.
Only
tion is regarded as very serious.
afterward. One of the men swam for
several minutes. The watchman threw
Red 161.
Funeral of W. E. Martin.
him a lifa npAcorvar hut h a onnirAntlv
W.
of
in
Funeral services
memory
did nQt ge6 R and'wen(. down The Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
.
.
.
...
E. Martin were conducted
Monday hril.
n BWnnof
ha(1
afternoon from the family residence to pagg and although a warning was
in presence of a goodly number of Khnutert tn th HHvor nf tho maehine
relatives and friends of the deceased. by the watchman, the former was un- Rev. W. A. lfrvin spoke for a few abIe t0 apply the Draka in time to
minutes, inspiring nis nearers witn avert the accident,
At
the solemnity of the occasion.
Fatal End to Joy Riders' Party.
the grave in the Knights of Pythias
William Popham,. a fireman on the
plot of Socorro cemetery, the beau- fire tug Illinois, saw the machine as it
burial service plunged into the river. By the time
tiful and impressive
of the Knights of Pythias order was the first boat had been released from
conducted by J. A, Lowe, acting preDeafness Cannot .be Cured
late. Thus, under the evening shadow of Socorro moantain, all that is by local applications, as they cannot
mortal of W. E. Martin shall rest un- reach the diseased portion of the ear.
til time shall be no more. Socorro There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional reChieftain.
medies. Deafness Is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous linBoy Criminals.
Colorado
May 20. Ed ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Springs,
Hoffman pleaded guilty to a statutory this tube is inflamed you have a rumbcrime against Hazel Linthicum,
the ling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
girl who eloped with him when it is entirely closed, Deafness
on a bicycle
to Pueblo and was is the result, and unless the inflama-tiocan be taken out end this tube
brought back and sent to the Girls'
Made
Industrial school. Lee Jamison, Peter restored to its normal condition, hearMartinka and Ed Hoffman, Colorado ing will be destroyed forever; nine
City boys who were members of a cases out of ten are caused by Capetty tarrh, which is nothing but an Ingang recently arrested for
Thirty years' of experience in
thefts and stealing bicycles which flamed condition of the mucous sur'
tailoring in some of the largest
they sold in Pueblo pleaded guilty In faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Martinka
the district court today.
cities in Europe and America.
and Hoffman were sentenced to the for any case of Deafness (caused by
state reformatory by Judge W. S. catarrh) that cannot be cured by
101 Washington Avenue.
tn
Jamison's Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirMorris and sentence
'.
case was deferred till Monday.
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, Ohio,
Pbone Black 22).
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
The Booze of the Fathers.
Take Hall's .- amily Pills for const!New York, May 20. In the lecture
(foods Called for and Delivered.
ball of the Academy of Medicine some pAtlon.
o

CHICHESTER S PILLS

"

J. F. RHOADS

Skipping the Bad Places.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
f

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,

re-ju-

104GaIesteo Street
::

:

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

aS"

FRANK M. JONES.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

WORKER

Ninety-sec-

RIGS.

LIVERY

S

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Oh, if

j

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

a Coldwell.

,

100

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

No more days of

Her-mos-

Why God is

the

first head for months.

ff

its

The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you

Her-mos-

Why God is gray in the granite rock,
And green in the lichen flake,
And swift in the darting swallow
flock,
And slow in the lapping lake;

Why God is life in

The

the
spring gloom and distress if you will take a
fioods was occasioned in the upper An- Cascaret now and then. All druggists
a sell
Cascarets.
Don't forget the chil
imas valley when the swollen
creek and the Animas river dren their little insides need a good
a
gentle cleansing, too.
started their annual destruction.
creek cut a new channel near
its mouth and surrounded the home its
moorings, the victims had sunk.
of Roy Kerr which was erected last
Examination of the car definitely es
underThe
foundation
fall.
is being
tablished that it was owned by Mrs. C.
mined and the house is in danger of
F. Spalding, of this city. It was driv-ebeing washed away. The Animas river
by John Buchanan, a chauffeur tem
is overflowing its banks.
A new steel
porarily employed by Mrs. Spalding,
alis
a
erected
year ago,
only
bridge
who took the car without permission
most certain to be washed away. The and invited
two girls and two boy
pressure of debris on the upstream friends to ride with
him.
side has caused the west end to settle
about two feet and the concrete pier
leans about four feet down stream.
Warranty Deed Recorded A war.Twenty feet of debris is piled against ranty deed was recorded in the ofthe Trimble Springs steel bridge and fice of County Clerk M. A. Ortiz,
jits destruction before tomorrow Is which transferred 160 acres of agri
awaited. Every river in the San Juan cultural land near Stanley from Lo
basin is on a rampage and the crisis gan P. Stark, Meador Allen, county,
will not be reached for a few days. Kentucky, to T. J. Stark, J. C. Stark,
The indications are that the Rio Gran-- L. Stark, and Fay Stark of Yessie Al
de Soutnern trains will not be run- len county,
Consideration
Kentucky.
ning to Telluride for three or four $350.

Viower

by reputation you've always associated it with ' 'best in the lawn
mower field. ' '

property damage from

J

Also

Fqr forty years you've known

g

ALL

MAY 20, 1912.

MONDAY,

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or-

Or. Phone No. Red 76

,

Phone

.

JULIUS MURALTEH

,

The Tailor

M

ft

I

SlebcWermcke

i

yV

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

m

many Book Units as desired.

IH

desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient, attrac- -

Vk

V

.NEW MEXICAN HUNTING 00.
Local Agents for

tive. Wt want to show you
its advantages and possi- bilities. Ci 11, write ot phone

tejlBWiffl
Ii3j Sct

IHH--

II

,

r
'

1

H

tSffflSiB I i55n2!ffl (1

lSlSKiJtjl
S

X

II

1

IS

A51!S ?

ri5S

Will clean, press, repair

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

or alter Ladies' and

Gents' Garments

n

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

FOR SALE A lot of second nana
belting, bangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power end one 22
horse power Leftel Engine, irst clae
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of cnrrylnR
75 pounds of steam, pas? kl upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these items will he sold cheap
if taken at once. If Interogteil. address the New Mexico Printing Con
pany, Santa Fe. New Mexico
Commencement
The
Programs
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples ot embossed
and engraved commencement program
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and designs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one Interested. Mak
your selections early.

Episcopal Church

General Conference,
Minneapolis, Minn.
MAY

IsWlst

ROUND TRIP RATE FROM

SANTA FE, NJM.

$52.45
Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May 1, 8, IS and 22.
Return Limit, June 15, 1912.
H.S.LITZ, Aft.,

SANTA FE,

N

M.

MONDAY,

THE SAtfTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE,

MAY 20, 1912.

THE CURE FOR
SCROFULA

rans of the

3d, turned and furtively
Doctor
wijied away tears of pity.
Imgwill, with his own hands, cut
away the loathsome rags that seemed
glued to the skin; tenderly washed
anointed ajnd drew together the
and
NUGGETS
The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands of the neck,
gaping gashes which seemed as if
sores and ulcers on the body, skin affections, catarrhal troubles, wealc
made by dul! knives but which were
yes, and general poor health. The inherited poison, transmitted through
the mark of desert stones over which
the blood, pollutes and weakens this fluid, and in place of its nutritive A
Story of Fort Wingate in he had dragged from far in the mounqualities fills the circulation with scrofulous matter, which saps the vitality
of the entire system. Thousands of children, born with a scrofulous taint,
tains of Arizona to where help had
the Days of Navajo and
have spent their childhood in constant physical suffering, and grown to
come. For days tnere was but faint
manhood or womanhood handicapped by ill health and stunted growth,
Raids
Apache
sign of life, for weeks there was no
and perhaps later some disease of the bones or joints developed. S. S. S.,
glimmer of returning reason until hope
j
would
in
have
have
their
would
this.
life,
early
It
prevented
given
was almost abandoned that the myscieansea anu purmeu iu uiuuu ui ine rami, nounsnea ana sienginenea LUBE
GOLD
OF
'S
their systems, and assisted each to grow into strong, healthful manhood
tery would ever be solved. That the
or womanhood. S. S. S. is the very best remedy for Scrofula. It goe3
man was white, Longwill had decided
down to the bottom of the trouble, and cleanses the circulation of all
and that he was a miner there was
scrofulous matter. It supplies the weak, diseased blood with strength Fitful Dreams of Last Days of evidence
in a pouch of nuggets, each
health-buildiof
this great
and
qualities, and under the purifying effects
the size of a large bullet and smooth
Prospector Who Last
remedy all symptoms of Scrofula pass away. S. S. S. contains no minerals
as a water-worThis
in any form, and is an absolutely safe treatment for children, even infants,
pebble.
Reason.
or persons of any age. Literature about Scrofula and any medical advice
in one
pouch was tightly grasped
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
free.
hand when picked up
parchment-lik(Olive Ennis Hite.)
aud the first dawn of consciousness
Fort Wingate lay a ragged brown after all the weeks of death in life
on the bare breast of the San was made hilarious by his querulous
dot
demand for "Them Apache bullets."
Mateo desert, the full fervor of a
Longwill said he felt like a thief as
July sun beating down on parade he took them out of his desk and laid
ground and crumbling barracks. Heat them in the hand li at closed
over
waves shimmered over the desolate
them like an automatic claw. "He
waste that crept down to the trickling looked at me with
suspicion and fury
the
Rio Gallo, and far off toward
San Mateo's and whispered 'Where's the bag?'
of
sides
scarred
Mighty
tains. They are taking out a good
Luna County.
The bag, alas, was too alive to keep
pictures
crest, delicate
Dr. S. D. Swope has now a small grade of carbonate of lead, and have frowning
and 1 told him so; he let out an oath
blue
on
the
radiant
themselves
that was horrible coming, as it did,
force of men working on his Colebra fine prospects of finding a large body painted
sky and marvelous lakes of azure blue
mining group in the Tres Hermanas of this valuable metal. The Silver water rose and faded as the mirage from the awful mouth the poor devil
mountains. The miners have recent- Cave is one of the oldest mines of waxed and waned. Ah! old Wingate was entertaining just then." Whether
ly struck some very fine specimens Luna county, which is said to have was in very truth "The abomination he had eaten some noxious weed, or
it was scurvy, or any other of the
of lead and zinc and are also taking produced in the past more than a mil- of desolation."
On the roof of the
out some fine sand carbonates of lion dollars of silver, gold and lead. guard house a tired sentinel listless sinister things that might easily have
The The proprietors became wealthy, and ly paced his beat around and around befallen him, I never quite made out,
lead running fifty per cent.
tut that mouth was not human and a
it was only recently that a lease of
zinc which is a fine grade of carbonpausing at each cardinal point to
to fifty per this property could be obtained. This scan the sage brush and ' cactus for robust oath from it must have been
ate runs from thirty-fivSuspicion was
cent. Mr. Davis, also operating in ore can be marketed at Columbus on something that might be alive and more than shocking.
trait, which never,
this district, is opening a shaft near the E. P. and S. W. at a much cheap- not be one of the wild creatures of the the predominant
left him, but so weak and halfthe porphry contract that shows er rate than formerly when it had to llano, for the Navajo and Apache were wholly,
witted was he that no one could win
of
smoke,!
thin
some fine iron running four dollars in be hauled to Deming.
wisps
day
by
"out";
his confidence or gather his story. He
J. A. Mahoney is sinkig a shaft by night slender spirals of (lame gave would begin as if it was all clear withgold and silver. Clark and Mahoney
have finished installing a large whim on one of his claims in the White Ass warning to the forlorn little garrison in his memory, he would tell of his
on their claims in the Tres Hermanas group in the Florida Mining district that terrible foes were on the watch. companions, their search for a mine
and are now drifting on a splendid to connect with a
tunnel. Our band was pitifully attenuated, a ' The Injuns" had told about when he
seam of galena ore at the one hun- Both tunnell and shaft have showed skeleton troop of the 3d. Cavalry and was a
prisoner "AND THEY CUT
dred and fifty foot level. They will high grade zinc ores at various the ghost of a company of the 5th In AWAY MY TONGUE," which ws
also continue to sink to another ore points in their development.
This fantry, was still further depleted by true, a part of the tongue was missing
sickness and the absolute necessity which
horizon.
added to our inability to undergroup is located on the summit of of scouts
throughout the mountains.
an
elevation
at
from
Florida
mountains
the
the
is
There
being shipped
Of women, thre were less than a stand him, which the Doctor thought
have been a part of his inVictoria Camp, forty miles west, of about 7,000 feet.
dozen, all told; one officers wile, and might
tons per day of good leacl
twenty-fivGrant County.
the others, the laundresses and the credible sufferings and not Apache
As he grew stronger
ore which runs well in gold and silDan Fraser, of the Twin Peaks beef contractor's wife and children. fiendishness.
ver. There are several miners work- company, has been at Lordsburg the A few Mexican servants made up the bodily, he was allowed the privilege
ing on fine prospects that give every past week, taking down the mill small but altogether, too large crowd of the garrison; he soon found his
promise of early production. The ore erected by the Lena mining company, of "undesirables." For we were the way to our quarters where a sturdy
from the Victoria district is shipped northeast' of Lordsburg,
which the one invitation that threatened an at- year old boy attracted him. At first
from Gage station on the S. P. only Twin Peaks company bought. When tack from overwhelming numbers of I was not willing he should touch the
strangely
four miles away.
loaded it will be shipped to New York, Apaches. The Xavajoes were nomads youngster who seemed
drawn to the hideous face and disG. M. Sadler is working a force of the shipping point for the Twin Peaks off their reservation "Down in the
torted body but so humble, so gentle
men on the o'd Silver Cave mine in company, and will be used to reduce lower country," at EI Bosque Redondo,
was he that I finally allowed him to
and
for
were
horses,
ore.
moun
mostly
looking
the
Florida
end
of
the
south
the
company's
mules
and cattle but the fierce hold him for a moment. Like a lightHash his expression changed and
Apaches were out for everything they ning
his voice had a soul in it. "1 have a
John Jay McCollister, Tom McMurray, might use, abuse, torture and destroy.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY
little feller at home," he said. "Where
It was the middle of the after- is
INSTITUTE COMMENCEMENT. Miguel Antonio Otero, Jr., John Porhome? Where is your baby?"
ter Pryor, II, Teodoro Roybal,
noon when everyone was within doors Hisyour
face
grew soft and tender and his
Franin a futile effort to find comfort in
Perry Saunders, Jr., Joseph
Saturday, May 18.
crippled hands stroked the merry,
8:30 p. m. Final play "Dr. Cupid" cis Scanlon, David Thompson, Clinton the
houses; the relief had little one, but the
light of intelligence
Cadet Dramatic Club (Roswell Arm- Justice Wagner, Charles May Yater, just made one lagging round when was
gone and in its place
crept a
Jr.
and
his
carbine
spoke.
menacing
sharp
ory.)
look. "You will tell the
crafty
19.
There was scarcely a isecond (till
Sunday, May
and they won't give me bul"Boots and Saddles" rung out on the Apaches
4:00 p. m. Baccalaureate Sermon. EXTREME WEAKNESS IN
lets." That was the end of the conroll
sounded
from
and
the
the
AND
GRAIN
PROVISIONS.
D.
long
air;
Rev. Austin
Crile, Captain
fidence I had hoped for, also to his
corrals and stables; where only silence visits for I was
Chaplain, X. M. M. 1.
afraid of him. But
was
folnow
had
all
enveloped the post
5:30 p. m. Escort of the Color
IBy Special Leasoa Wire to New Mexican)
wherever he saw the baby he would
curiosand
apprehension
animation,
lowed by Battalion parade.
scar111.,
20.
Extreme
May
Chicago,
ask to hold him "Just a minute for
Monday, May 20.
city of buying orders in the wheat pit ity. Again the sentinel's carbine 1 have a little feller." One day when
and
and
"Women
that
meant,
m.
Alumni
spoke
4:00 p.
meeting.
today turned the market very weak.
the nurse brought the baby home she
by Free selling resulted from the influ- children remain in quarters," and that, told me "El Loco" had
5:00 p. m. Battalion reviewed
given him the
On
the
Alumni.
ence of large world shipments. Warm- to us meant APACHES!
carried his
pouch, in which he
8:30 p. m. Alumni reception- (Lee er temperatures in the United States guard house stood the commanding nuggets, and that "Elagain
nino" had them
and
the
the
officer
officer,
surgeon
tended also to favor the bear side.
Hall.)
Pome one had given him a bead pouch
9:00 p. m W. 0. Morton, Oratorical The opening was
lower. July of the day each looking keenly over the of Mexican work, and in it he carried
An
toward
West.
the
contest (Auditorium.)
order) his jealously
to 108
A decline plain
started ac 108
guarded gold. To keep
to 107 followed and then a rally to was shouted from the lookout and the it was not
Tuesday, May 21.
possible; to give it back
10:00 a. m. Firing salute to board 107
outposts were doubled and spread; without
disturbing the distraught
another short, firm command and a brain
of regents and visitors.
The close was easy with July 1 c
was making such a fight to
that
out
of
toward
and
trotted
reviewed
dragoons
squad
10:30 a. m. Battalion
net lower at 107
come into its own for the slightest
a
the Gallo, while
sergeant, with hisj
Corn.
inspected by Adjutant General A. S.
it for days
handful of infantry, went on double thing would unhinge
Brookes.
Moderate offerings on the part of
not one of us could do. But one night
11:00 a. m. Company competitive cash houses and commission concerns quick time toward the point where after he had had a
particularly unhapthe commandant's orders suggested
drill.
proved sufficient to knock out support that serious trouble
py day Doctor Longwill asked him
5:30 p. m. Butt's Manual and Bayo- from under corn.
lay. Sergeant
unJuly opened
MacCarthy, of the 3d., rode proudly where his "bullets" were. He did not
net exercise.
to 74
to
up to 74
at
the head of his- troopers and, aside remember, so it was an easy matter
ball changed to 73
9:00 p. m. Commencement
to
and recovered
dropped
from
being entirely without fear, stood to put them under his pillow, after
(special invitation.)
73
not in awe of the captain in command, he fell asleep.
But, next day they
Wednesday, May 22.
The close was steady, 74
for
who was only a foot soldier, a caval-- reappeared with the child. Again I
9:00 a. m. Guard mount.
July, a net loss of
5:20 p. m. Graduating porade.
ryman's particular aversion, but was made an effort to learn something tan
Oats.
a bit of a martinet and also, supposed gible about "The little feller" that, evi8:30 p. m. Graduating exercises
Renewed unloading by owners of to be more careful of his own
Address to graduating class by Hon.
body dently, was in his thoughts. I found
oats
incited the bears to become ag- than those of the men under him, sud- out nothing that was a clue.
adWe
Granville A. Richeson, Valedictory
to lc down
July started
we
where
denly pulled his big grey back on its wrote to many places
dress, by Cadet Miguel A. Otero, Jr, gressive.
at 48
to 49 and sank to 48
haunches and yelled with joy: "Tell thought he might have lived. He would
music by Institute orchestra.
Provisions.
the women 'tis only wan man and mention towns but never a state, and
Thursday, May 23.
Announce6:00' p. m. Reveille.
Heavy receipts of hogs and the he's near dead, and I do be thinkin' we failed to get the slightest trace of
ment of promotions and appointments. weakness of grain put much pressure he's no Injun. 'Tis a stretcher we his past. One day he was eating
Vacation furlough granted. "Auld on the trade in provisions. Initial want." Dr. Longwill, only a contract meat and looking up at the doctor he
to 15c surgeon but far better equaL to an said: "Doc, this beats the fellers I
transactions ranged from 2
Lang Syne," by Cadet band.
emergency than the Captain, waited et after I got the Apache bullets; they
lower with September delivery
Graduating Class, 1912.
for pork; 10.85 to only until he had gathered necessary was mortal tough them fellers." Long-wito 18.471-Joseph Kennith Creamer, James
restoratives, bandages and a wheel
Charles Knollln, Homer Troy Merrill, 10.87 2 for lard, and 10.40 for ribs.
tried to follow up that admission
chair, which did duty for ambulance, but "Adam" as we called him
stretcher or lounging place for convalescents, for Wingate was as barren
in Its hospital supplies as the homes
were comfortless.
From the top of
' " '
my quarters I could see something
.
4 1' ,7- moving in the shadow of a cactus
and the men stooping over it looked at
each other and then at the object on
the ground, then their hands would
go up to their faces and they would
turn away but to look again.
My
heart beat wildly for I interpreted
each sign to mean It was some of
the scouts then out and my own man
was in command. Ten days they had
been gone and that might be he, one
of his men sent In for aid or to report a disaster which was expected,
but never prepared for. With flying
feet I ran toward the burden the men
had swung between them and were
carefully bringing in. The grizzled
old Sergeant saw me coming and galloped to my side. "'Tis not the Lieutenant, Glory be, nor is it one of the
min; God only knows whut it is, but
I think it's whafs left of a human
bein'." And that was what it was
the piteous wreck of "a human bein'."
When the rescuers reached the poor
fellow he feebly moaned and moved
his body. It was the last supreme
effort and with closed eyes he fell
back in a coma that lasted for many
days. There wasn't an inch of the
bony body that was not a welter of
blood from cruel wounds, scarcely a
shred of clothing was left and the
skin drawn over the skeleton was
So must
black, broken and festered.
Greely and his men have looked when
out of the Artie night Schley bore
'
LUIS R. M ONTOYA,
them homeward. It was a sight so
Member of the House of Represe ntatives from Rio Arriba County.
SUPREME COURT CLE
harrowing that those battered vete
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his shoulders,
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leered
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dis- -

agreeably and lapsed into his usual

nan

Days passed before he had a
of memory again and none of us

coma.

ray

cared to try to awaken his hideous
recollections.
The nuggets traveled
back and forth between him and "The
little feller" till the rains came on
which
with a mighty cloudburst
caught my ramshackle quarters unprepared for the deluge. My Lares
and Penates were buried under a slick
sea of mud, mice nests, dead centipedes and other small beasties, such
as the deseri harbors, and as bail
luck would have it, the "bullets" were
in "the little feller's" keeping. In the
hubbub and excitement 1 forgot them
and when a detail of prisoners were
brought in to dig out the mess "Adam"
came, too. lie took a hoe and dug
with the rest; suddenly he let out a
yell that startled my hound who, at
once raised his loud baying
whit h
meant "Apaches:" and almost called
cut. the garrison. "Adam" had found
the hag. and he was back again
among the Apaches, crazy and dangerous. He never again had a lucid interval and in a few weeks he was carried
out to the forlorn burial ground.
What was his history we never knew,
but that it was full of horrors and
sure.
i'.ppulling tragedies we were
The nuggets at some period had
Played a most important part in his
Arizona adventures
but we never
found the slightest clue to his wanderings. In those days prospectors were
not common among the metal rich
mountains of Arizona nor was there
any story came to us or to headquarters in Santa Fe of a lost party.
What became of the gold I never knew.
It was sent to headquarters, where
there were rapid changes of District
Commanders.
"The little feller" and
I went far away, the 3rd and 5th were
scattered, the gold probably was lost
and "Adam" has been forgotten for
almost half a century.
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THIS IS AN ACT making-ia misdemeanor to wear
a suit of clothes that has
not been made at the
Capital Tailors.

The strongest argument in favor was
that they know how
to make a suit of
clothes, and make,
every inch of it right
in the city, leave
their money here,
and therefore should
be patronized.

500-fo-

'

CITIZENS COMMITTEE CALLS
ON SPEAKER R. L. BACA.

I

Palace of Governors and Mew Mexico'
Museum Need
of
Legislature.
A committee of
representative bust-nessmen waited on Speaker Baca this
forenoon and secured his promise to
introduce and to support a bill providing for the Palace of the Governors,
to keep it intact as a monument to
the Spanish pioneers, to make abso- lately necessary repairs to prevent the
east wall and roof from collapsing and'
for the New Mexico Museum. Anion?1
those who were present besides Speak-- r
Baca, who promised to do all in his
power on behalf of the measure, were:
Mayor Celso Lopez, President A. B.
Kenehan of the Chamber of Commerce,
H. H.
Former President
Dorman,
Samuel G. Cartwright, Secretary .1. S.
Harris. Major R. J. Palen, A. M.
George W. Armijo, County Clerk
Marcelino A. Ortiz, Judge John R.
e,
Paul A. F. Walter, James L. Selig-- I
man and others. A clear cut statement was made of the purport of t lis
bill by Judge McFie and a general discussion ensued. The committee was
well pleased with the cordial reception
accorded them by Speaker Baca. The
committee also went to see Governor
McDonald in reference to work on the
Scenic Highway, but Governor
McDonald had already gone to luncheon.
The committee will meet again at
the First National hank at 11 o'clock
tomorrow forenoon to go to the capi-to- l
to interview Governor McDonald.
Tonight a
consisting of
S G. Cartwright, A. B. Renehan and
J. L. Seligman, will meet with
Prince, W. M. Berger and Col.
R. E. Twitchell, as representatives of
the New Mexico Historical Society to
formulate an act that will take care
of the interests of the Historical Society.
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WAYS FOUND HERE.

Women's

displ ay

is the pride of

our store.
Such a
showing of LOW CUT
FOOTWEAR is not
often met with. The
beauty of outline, the
graceful STYLES, the
fine leathers and the
expert workmanship
are apparent in every
model shown.

THE INDIAN MEDICINE MAN.
was chosen by his tribe in pioneer
days because of his expert know'edge
in combining medicines
from roots
and herbs to cure disease.
They
could conquer diseases that today
baffle the most skilled
physicians
who have spent years in the study
of drugs.
From the roots and herbs of the
field Lydia E. Pinkham nearly forty
years ago gave to the women of the
world a remedy for female ills deemed more potent and efficacious than
of drugs. Today
any combination
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is recognized the world over
as the standard remedy for female
ills.

Oxfords in Cutton Style or Lace
Bright Black and dull finish leathers.
there
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IRRIGATION IN NEW MEXICO.
per cent, then Sandoval 12.9 per cent,
Some time ago, the New Mexican then San Juan 8.S per cent, Colfax
reviewed a preliminary statement is-- ; county has 27.4 percent. Of its irrisued by the Census Bureau on Irriga gated area in oats, Taos 13 per cent,
tion in New Mexico. Today a bulletin and Mora 12.1 per cent. Valencia
brings a more detailed report, which county has 15.6 per cent of its irrigated
is to this state, the most interesting area in wheat, Sandoval 14.6 per cent
summing up thus far of 1910 census re-- , and Rio Arriba 12.2 per cent. Taos
suits. Two outline maps show thatj county has 15.9 per cent of its area in
there is not a single county among beans, Rio Arriba 12.6 per cent, and
In Chaves
in which there is not Dona Ana 12.3 per cent.
the twenty-six- ,
some irrigation, and not one county in county, 21.9 per cent of the cultivated
which as much as five per cent of the area is in alfalfa; in Dona Ana 16.2 per
area is under irrigation. In only eight1 cent, and in Eddy 13.3 per cent. San
counties, Santa Fe, Dona Ana, Eddy,: Juan county has 29.7 per cent of its
Bernalillo, Mora, Colfax, Taos and Rio cultivated farm area in potatoes, Rio
Arriba, is the acreage under cultiva-- ' Arriba 29.4 per cent, and Taos county
tion more than one per cent of the 9.1 per cent, the last named statistics,
area; in the other eighteen it is less especially, causing some surprise.
than one per cent.
DEMOCRATIC INSURGENCY.
The five counties that are properly
dry farming districts, less than five
There are signs of rebellion in evper cent of their farms being irriga- ery corner of New Mexico's Demoction farms, are: Union, Quay, Curry,
Bossism and gang rule are obRoosevelt, and Torrance. In Guada-- . racy.
noxious to many of the rank and file
lupe county less than 25 per cent of
the farms are irrigated. Grant, Luna,; and to some of the Democratic newsthe Democratic Roswell
Otero, Eddy, Chaves, Lincoln, Mc- papers. Says
Record for instance:
Daily
and
Mora
San
Colfax,
Kinley,
Miguel,
"There was every indication that
have less than fifty per cent of their
farms under irrigation; Socorro, Sier- - even among the delegates in attendra and Santa Fe counties have be- ance at the Clovis convention, had they
tween 50 and 75 per cent of their, been permitted to vote their own
that the Wilson supporters
farms irrigated; Valencia, Bernalillo,:
Sandoval and San Juan 75 to 90 per, would have polled a much larger vote."
cent, and Dona Ana. Rio Arriba and! Just imagine, a Democrat not being
Taos more than 90 per cent.
permitted by the bosses and the gang
Of the 35,676 farms enumerated in' to vote his own sentiments! The Recthe 1910 census, 12,795 were irrigated,, ord continues:
"But it was prior to the Clovis gathas against 9,128 ten years before, an
increase of 40 per cent. Of the 1,467,-- ; ering that Republican (sic) MACHINE
191 acres of improved land in farms,! METHODS were used to select dele461,718 acres were irrigated, as against gates to a Democratic state conven203,893 ten years before, an increase; tion. It was quite apparent that the
of 127 per cent. There was enough Clark campaign was not in need of
water supply in the irrigation systems; funds in this state to carry on a
In every councampaign.
existing, to irrigate 644.970 acres.!
while 1,102,297 acres were included un- - ty in the state it was shown by stateder all existing projects. The county ments made by delegates on the floor
having the largest area of irrigated of the convention, that the Clark manlands is Chaves, 50,064 acres. Three agers saw to it that the district and
other counties, Eddy, Rio Arriba and county conventions were PACKED,
.Taos had more than 40,000 acres each! wherever such a thing was possible,
and three others, Colfax, Dona Ana! with men who favored Clark. Under
and Valencia had between 30,000 and these circumstances, the delegates to
and state conventions
40,000 irrigated acres each. San Juan the county
county had 29,520 acres under irriga-- . were in turn instructed to support the
It was plain that
tion, while the following had between Clark candidacy.
J 0,000 and 20,000 acres: Sandoval, San- the results of the county conventions
ta Fe, which has 16.1S0 acres under did not represent the wishes of the
irrigation, Socorro, San Miguel, Mora, voters of the districts and it must have
been painful to the ears of those who
Bernalillo and Grant.
The average cost, of irrigavion sys were back to resort to such unfair
tems per acre irrigated, is $19.83, the methods. It takes away from The
cost of construction per acre of land conscientious voters an opportunity to
under ditch, is $10.56. The county be Democratic and accomplish honest
showing the lowest average cost per; results. It put the politician with
acre is Sierra, $3.20; while the high- the LONG GREEN to the front and
est cost per acre, $127.52, is that for leaves the men with the little pocket
the group of counties including Curry, books in the rear. It was just this
Quay. Roosevelt and Torrance, or the condition of affairs in the new state
In Eddy and that gave Champ Clark the instrucdry farming counties.
Chaves county, the average cost per tions of the eight New Mexico deleacre was $21.72 and $27.30 respective-- : gates to the Baltimore convention and
left Governor Wilson in the rear by
ly.
The crop reports are, perhaps, most such a wide margin. The Clark managers in the state spent a great deal
interesting. Of 1,164,970 bushels of of
money. The managers may have
corn raised in New Mexico In the census year, 714.710 were raised on irri- spent their own money, or it may have
come from a fund. Nevertheless, it
gated land; of 720,560 bushels of oats,' was
spent."
440,500 came from irrigated acres; of.
It is rather hypocritical on part of
499,799 bushels of wheat nearly all, or
Democratic New Mexico
bushels were raised under; a
456,531
ditch, of 43,490 bushels of barley 35,-- ! daily to protest at this late day against
Tom
of the Tamman" Hall, Hinky-Dink- ,
391 bushels, and of 2,913" bushels
methods
Conners
rye 1,274 bushels came from irrigated; Taggart, Fingy
farms. Of 4,958 bushels of alfalfa seed which Democracy finds so successful
the irrigated farms furnished 2,653; and effective in New York and Indiana,
bushels, of 85.795 bushels of beans, or against the methods in the South
26,288 bushels came from
irrigated! by which millions of citizens are deacres; of 30.S29 bushels of peas, 21.-- : prived of their constitutional right to
have
S39 came from irrigated lands.
Of the franchise. These methods
Democratic boss295,255 bushels of potatoes,
83,234 prevailed among-thbushels were irrigated products; of es in New Mexico, from the day that
$535,778 worth of orchard
products, the Americans took possession of San$447,189 came from irrigated orchards) ta Fe. The fact that the beer brewand of $9,335 worth of small fruit: ers of Missouri in pushing the Clark
Of! candidacy resort to them, should not
$6,591 was from irrigated land.
265,622 tons of alfalfa,
261,989 were: cause resentment at this late day
The decent
raised on irrigated land; and of 165.-- j among the Unterrified.
381 tons of other forage crops, 35,449 Democrats who are tired of that kind
of thuggery should enter the Republitons came from irrigated land.
of the iand, can ranks where every man is given a
Although only
in New Mexico in cultivation, is un-- i fair show and where the majority
der irrigation, yet of the $7,548,116 rules, and they will in addition, find
worth of crops in the census year,1 themselves on the state and national
be$5,202,699 worth were raised under ir-- i band wagon this November, there
voters in
enough
rigation. It is no wonder, therefore, to ing
read that while the yield per acre of New Mexico and in the United States
corn averaged 8.7 bushels under dry to see to it that no special brewery infarming, It was 20.8 bushels under terest candidate carries the state or
irrigation. That while oats yield 18.1 enters the White House.
bushels on dry farms, they returned
24.2 bushels under irrigation; wheat
Senator Thomas B. Catron, in a
6.6 bushels per acre without and 17.7 letter to the New
Mexican, calls esbushels per acre under irrigation;' pecial attention to section 3, of the
, beans 3.3 bushels
per acre on the dry new pension act, wich says: "That
farm and 9.6 biiBhels per acre under no pension attorney, claim
agent, or
ditch; alfalfa not quite a ton per acre other person shall be entitled to reon dry farms, and 2.65 acres under ceive
any compensation for services
water, potatoes 41.5 bushels without rendered in
presenting any claim to
74.4
bushels
with
acre
and
irriga- the Bureau of
per
Pensions, or securing
tion, and other crops in similar proany pension, under this act, except in
portion. Still, the yield per acre, even
on irrigated ground, shows that New applications for original pension by
Mexico farmers are not getting the persons who have not heretofore rebest results attainable from their ceived a pension." Senator Catron
farms. Chaves county has more than offers to send to any pensioner interone-haof all the orchard area in ested, the proper application blanks,
New Mexico, namely 55.5 per cent,1 and promises to urge the Pension
then comes San Juan county with 12.1 Bureau to give prompt attention to
The veterans have
per cent, and Eddy county with 11.7 all applications.
this belated justice coming to them,
per cent.
The greatest per cent of its irrigated and Senator Catron will do all in his
area In corn is In Grant county 13.8 power to secure speedy action.
I

j

rock-ribbe- d

one-thir- d

j

lf

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all, markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private; Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
ng

money-transmitti-

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
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CHILD LABOR BILL KILLED.

The legislature will have to find a
more plausible excuse than that of
health, to defeat the bill providing
for traveling libraries for the public
since such lischools, especially
braries have been in vogue for some
years not only in other states but also in New Mexico, and no epidemic,
or case of disease, has been traced
to them. It has been and is the rule
to destroy books that have been in
houses in which infectious or contagious disease exists, and to disinfect

The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

-'
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$3.50
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PAUL A. F. WALTER
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also reported favorably House
Joint Memorial No. 3, asking Congress to appropriate funds for a road
across the Pecos Forest.
The committee on Judiciary reported that House Bill No. 129, the Cordova logging bill be not passed. On
It

to Ways and
motion, recommitted
Means committee.
Also that House
the libraries at frequent intervals. Bills 125, 180, 19, and 202 be not
To deny the people of rural districts passed. It reported favorably House
the benefits of public libraries on so Bill No. 165, to amend law governing
flimsy an excuse will not go with remittance of taxes on property dethe common geezer. The same ex stroyed by fire. Also that House
cuse would close every public li- Bill No. 173, relating to the filing of
brary, every school house, every chattel mortgages be passed. It rewould ported against House Bill No. 178, by
church, every
lodge, and
necessitate wrapping everything and Casados, to protect property from
everybody in antiseptic cotton bat- loss by abandonment, as being unconting to prevent the festive disease stitutional. Also that House Bill No.
germ from getting in his iniquitous 124. fixing the time for holding court
in the First Judicial District, be passwork.
ed and that Senate Bll No. 26,
section 22 of the 38th asamending
WHY ADVERTISING PAYS.
sembly be passed.
a
direct,
Advertising besides being
introbills were
The
of
scientific method
salesmanship, duced: following
'WjWH
bringing immediate results, is also
House Bill N. 318, by Chaves, an
like bread cast upon the waters that
office
of commisreturns after many days, or like seed act creating the
and corrections,
of
charities
sioner
not
sown this year that may
sprout
until next. Some months ago, the providing for the necessary traveling
in opNew Mexican contained a notice of the and contingent expenses to put
and mantain said commiseration
B.
M.
Read,
Mexico
of
New
by
History
which will be from the press of the sion who is to be appointed by the
New Mexican in another two weeks, governor and to have $2,000 a year.
House Bill No. 220, by M. C. de
and today Mr. Read received the folOxford, Baca, for the listing of mining proplowing letter from classic
England, for the New Mexican, has erties and the collection of a tax on
subscribers in England, Switzerland, the output thereon.
House Bill No. 221, by M. C. de
Germany and other foreign countries:
Somerville College, Oxford, England, Baca, an act relative to community
ditches.
May 5, 1912.
House Bill No7 222 by Quintana, an
Benjamin M. Read, Esq.,
Santa Fe, N. M., U. S. A.
act to amend chapter 53 of the laws
Dear Sir: I enclose money order of the 37th legislative assembly, profor $10.00 (2.1.8) for History of New viding for the division of each counMexico'.
ty into not more than six road disBelieve me yours very truly,
tricts.
House Bill tNo. 219 by Cordova, to
establish a state industrial school at
For some occult reason, the New or near Taos.
House Bill No. 223, by M. E. Baca,
Mexican has noticed that many of the
4137 of
deeds of deviltry, from horse stealing to amend further section
to the most atrocious murders, com- Laws of 1897, relative to the manumitted in New Mexico, are by men facture and sale of native wines on
whose first name is "Jesus." It comes premises where manufactured.
as a shock to the sensibilities of many
House Bill No.' 224, by Burg, relaa newcomer to New Mexico to meet tive to community land grants.
that name so often in the criminal
House Bill No.; 225, by Burg to
news of the day. Not that a deed com- amend the laws to prevent court remitted by a man named Jesus is any porters from practicing law.
blacker than a deed committed
by
House Bill No. 226, by Speaker
Paul, John or Jacob, yet, the early Baca,
providing for the control of a
of
name
the
of
many, places
training
land grant in Socorro county.
and
all
it might
"Jesus" above
others,
House Bill No. 227,' by Llewellyn
be well to suggest to doting parents
and
that this one name is and Moreno, to appropriate $8,000 for
too holy to be bandied through the a bridge across the Rio Grande in
vicisitudes of human affairs. The Dona Ana county.
House Bill No. 228, by Hilton, to
Hebrews deemed the name Jehovah
too holy even to be pronounced, and amend Chapter 42 of the Laws of the
among Christians, the name Jesus, or ?7th assembly.
Other Committee Reports.
Christ, should be equally sacred.
The committee on judiciary reported
a substitute for House Bill No. 40, fixPerhaps, the Raton Range is right,
the time for holding court in the
when it declares that the worth of ing
sixth judicial district. It recommendNew Mexico's two U. S. Senators and ed
the passage of Senate Bill No. 58,
two Congressmen, should not be meas- to
electric power lines; Senati?
protect
ured by their statesmanship, but by Bill No. 78
to fix the time for holding
what they get out of the pork barrel
court in the eighth judicial district;
for their New Mexico constituents. If
Senate Bill No. 81, to prohibit the dethat is true, the Raton Range must
of filth near any dwelling; Senposit
again be right when it declares that ate Bill No. 89,
providing for the apthe New Mexican will sooner or later
pointment of three commissioners on
point to the fact that the one lone, uniform state
laws; Senate Bill No.
voteless delegate "Bull'' Andrews, 82, to
prohibit deficiencies which was
seems to have gotten more pork for
with amendments; Senate
his constituents, than thus far has reported
Bill No. Ill, defining the effect of a
been secured by two high and mighty
No. 115,
United States Senators, and two ex- repealing clause; Senate Bill
for bonds of members and
Still, prescribingof
ceedingly popular Congressmen.
corporation commissionit all depends on the point of view, employes
with amendments; Senate Bill No.
ers,
moment
opand
the
the psychological
124, giving justices of peace jurisdicportunities.
tion in cases up to $200; Senate Bill
No.
amending laws for incorpoThe insistent demand of some of rate 144,
of towns and villages.
the brethren of the press that the legislature get busy and pass a whole lot The ways and means committee
of laws, is based neither on necessity recommended that Senate Bill No. 43,
nor on reason. There are not many appropriating $30,000 for the corporain
laws wanted at the present time, and tion commission, be considered
the more the legislature sifts and ex- committee of the whole and the bill
amines the five hundred bills intro- was made the special order for two
duced or to be introduced, the better o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
In
Bills on Final Passage.
it will be for the commonwealth.
House Bill No. 119, by Llewellyn, rethe final analysis, not more than fifty
out of the 500 measures will have any quiring the supreme court to decide
excuse whatever for having been draft- appeals on the substantial rights of
ed at all. The constitution makers the parties to the record, passed 34 to
performed their work so well that 7 votes, after interesting and instrucnew legislation, outside of financial tive debate in which Llewellyn, Catmeasures, is not an urgent necessity. ron, Toombs, Mullens. Burg and oth
ers spoke in favor of the measure, and
Rogers and Carter spoke in opposition.
MARCELINO PADILLA AND
House Bill No. 18, containing 138
ESTEFANITA ORTIZ MARRIED.
sections was taken up section by secThe Cathedral at 6:30 o'clock this tion at 4 p. m. It was introduced by
morning was the scene of the marriage Burg and provides a code of civil proof two popular young people of Santa cedure.
Fe, Marcelino Padilla and Estefanita
It will not pay you to waste your
Ortiz. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Monsignor Antonio Fourchegu. tiem writing out your legal form
The sponsors were Francisco Ortiz and when you can get them already print
Cleofes Ortiz. The father of the bride ed at the New Mexican Printing
is a well known printer of this city Company.
us is the bridegroom. A reception will
be held tonight at the home of the
The New Mexican
rfntlng Com.
bride's parents on lower San Francisco pnny Is always
to turn out
prepared
street.
your nrlef and transcript work quick-- j
ly, and at the right price. Give us
BUTTER IS ONLY TWENTY-a inai.
SEVEN CENTS IN ELGIN.
j

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Elgin, UK, May 20. The quotation
committee of the Elgin board of trade
today declared butter firm at 27c.
,
New Mexican Wist ads always
brings results,

c Advertising
Talls

'

You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexici.n
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Your
orders are always assured personal at- -

tention.

,

;

J.

R.

PALEN,

J.

President.

TURN

o

THOUGHTS AS DESIRED

Cashier.
MANE. Assistant Cashier.

B. READ.

L. A. HUGHES,

F.
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Advertising Declared a Mental Science Greatest Benefits In Cumulative Results.
"Making Advertising Pay" was the
subject discussed before the Milwaukee Advertisers' club at a luncheon
the other day by J. J. Rockwell of
New York. .He said in part:
"The science of making advertising
pay is a broad subject You might as
well endeavor to lay down rules for
making business pay, because it all

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY

FULLY PROTECTED

U

i-

-

courage and
persistence. Regardless of where the
advertisement be placed, persistence
-Js the most influential element to be
considered.
This is especially the
case when a program of advertising IS
contemplated for newspapers.
"Among many advertisers seeking
the best results from newspapers, the
:
:
:
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS.
element of time is greatly overlooked,
because persistence is one of the most
important elements in advertising as
well as in the science of selling.
"One of the conditions overlooked
by many advertisers is in failing to
give advertising credit for what it
really performs. Advertising is like
AND
any selling investment, in that its
greatest results are cumulative, and
the results follow each other in sequence. If an advertiser can trace a
sale to some particular advertisement
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
he generally gives it credit for that
sale; but he fails to give it credit for
future sales which are a direct result The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
of the first sale made.
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
"If a shoe dealer in Milwaukee, for
instance, publishes an advertisement Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
which induces somebody to come into
his store and buy a pair of shoes, and
this customer be satisfied, he or she
immediately proceeds to inform his or
her friends about the bargain secured.
I
Then the parties who have been informed of the trading opportunities afVou have some one dependent on you, haven't you ? Protect
forded by this house come and patronthem by insuring and making them your beneficiary.
ize it, so both the original and subseALSO PROTECT YOURSELF! lusure against tbe time that old uge is apt to overtake you. A
Folic? will make you Independent at tbe time, tbat oth
quent patrons of the house, in reerwise, you wouia De dependent. t.et us explain tnis policy to you.
sponse to this advertisement, are credGENERAL AGENTS
SANTA FE.'JS. M.
ited definitely, or should be credited,
HALL & HALL
to the original advertisement, notwithstanding it made but a single sole
definitely.
"The chief use of advertising
is
found in these cumulative results. It
forms a starting point of sales which,
ad6y reason of the
vertising following, makes advertising
profitable.
&
"Advertising should not be considered as a mere matter of paper, type
in connection.
Furnished
rooms
Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
and ink, but an exchange of thought
the transference of the work of one 222 San Francisco Street
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
::
::
mind to another. It is a mental science, for which the best definition is
that it makes people think as the advertiser wishes him to think."
depends

on experience,

Think About It!

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

THE PALACE

TELS

THE MONTEZUMA

Proprietor

INSURANCE FOR WOMEN

Coronado Restaurant

mouth-to-mout-

h

Short Orders run Day

WANT GOOD MEN? ADVERTISE
Arbuckle Goes to Ad Columns
Newspaper When in Need of
Able Assistants.

Rubber Stamps.

of

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE-SAMTHING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

John Arbuckle, whose name Is familiar to the wholesale grocery trade,
believes in advertising. Consequently,
when he found he needed a first, second and third assistant at salaries or
$10,000,

$5,000

and

$2,500

a year

re-

spectively, be spread knowledge of
his need through the advertising columns of New York newspapers.
"If you want to get good men to
work for you you've got to pay money
and let them know how much they're
going to get. That's why I put In the
salaries," said Mr. Arbuckle. who evidently knows human nature. To announce "what the job will pay" at the
start is a good preliminary to nego-

tiations.

has set a good example to men of big business interests,
When
says the Chicago Record-HeralIn need of a man, advertise. .In Germany cities advertise for mayors, for
a Gorman mayor Is employed on his
merits; In the British colonies many
public employes are sought through
newspaper advertisements. Perhaps
not every business man could Bet
forth his requirements and the possibilities of his service so humorously
and unconventionally
as Mr. Arbuckle, but be could say enough to
cause ambitious and able men to respond to his advertisement. The "help
wanted" columns have great possibilities "higher up."
Mr. Arbuckle

Advocates ali Advertising Law.
President Paul Herpalshlmer, in his
annual address to the Midwest Implement Dealers' association,
declared
that there was sad need of a national
law which will compel houses using
the United States mails to furnish
the goods represented In their advertisements, and not to ailow them to
advertise one thing and furnish another, or to advertise In a misleading
and deceptive manner. The National
Federation la taking necessary steps,
he declares, to obtain such a law, and
Its efforts should be endorsed and
every assistance given to bring about
the desired result.
.

.

Regular Meals 25c

Night.

PRICE LIST.
inches long
Stamp, not over 2
l$c
Each additional line on stamp
10c
e
and not over 3
inches Ion. . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
isc
One-liand not over S inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
30c
e
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long..
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
Inch in size, we charge) for one Hue for each
lf
inch or fraction.
One-lin-

e

1-

One-lin-

1-

ne

-2

-2

-2

1- -2

lc

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
Local

town and date, for
inch....
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
inch
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch....
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
Inch....
Defiance Model Band Dater
.
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp
Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
Dater-a- ny

1- -2

1-

-3

-4

1-

........... l .so

ad

1

3--4,

15cts;
cts;

25 cts ;
2x3
3 18 x 6, 60 cts ,

3--4

x4

1- -4

x 9, 85 cts.' All colors.

4,

35

3--4,

2
4

1- -4
1--

2

x3
jr

7

10

..fjo

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G

2
4

-8

80c
50c
35c
25c

-2,
1--

2,

25cts
75 cts;

Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per pottle!
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Phone,

TRUST CO.
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CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

B. lAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN
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Business

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier '

Mrs. Barth will not be at home
morrow afternoon.

Judge Frank W.
this morning from
Established

1854.

Incorporated

f

1903

m

AM.

m

Ladies Waists
Lingerie

j

Voile,

Marquisette.
I Just

,,

Received a New Line of the Very Latest,

Stylish Designs and Patterns. Prices
are Ridiculously Low.
,

$1.00 to $3.50
EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

i

Parker
a business

to-

returned
trip to

El Paso.
Dr. G. L. Wyckoff, the physician of
Dulce, departed for his home this
morning.
M. A. Ross, the lumberman, is in
the city from Buckman enroute for
his home in Albuquerque.
Dr. W. R. Reber, the physician of
Las Cruees, is a visitor in the city
and a guest at the Palace.
Mrs. McAllister, wife of the ranchman of Tesuque. arrived in the city
yesterday and is at the Montezuma.
Herbert Clark, secretary of the Republican state central committee left
yesterday for his home in Las Vegas.
G. B. Taylor, of the United States
forest service, arrived in Santa Fe
Saturday and is a guest at the Montezuma.
Dr. W. H. Livingstone, the physi-- '
cian of Espanola, arrived in the city
Saturday and returned to his home
this morning.
M. C. Stewart, the sheriff of Eddy
county, arrived in the city yesterday
from his home in Carlsbad and is
stopping at the Montezuma.
C. F. Le Care and G. V. Hanlon,
employes of the Santa Barbara Pole
and Tie Company, are in the city as
witnesses in the federal court.

'I

firr.'Srt.'S'sr-

SEE THE NEW LINE OF REGAL SHOES.

s ELGMAN

ntCHiiun

day and a guest at the Montezuma.
Colonel W. A. Fleming Jones of
Las Graces, is in Buffalo, X. Y., and
will visit New York and Washington
before returning home about June 1.
B. C. Terry of the United
States
Indian service, arrived in the city
Saturday from his headquarters in
Espanola and registered at the

COMPANY

209-W-

vs. The Atchison,

--

Topeka

IN-

MILLINERY

and Santa Fe railroad.
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan X. White returned

the balance

of

this month

from Los Angeles yesterday afternoon
where he attended the Scottish Rite
reunion. Mr. White stopped over a
few days after the reunion to inspect
the Polytechnic Institute and public
125 Palace Ave.
schools of Los Angeles.
comRobert P. Ervien, state land
s
missioner, accompanied Governor
May 2i. General Huertas' federal
down from Santa Fe and was army made no effort today to crowd
an interested auditor at the School of the rebel lines. His vanguard is in
Mr. fact several miles south of its position
Mines commencement exercises.
Ervien is a very pleasant gentleman, vestprdnv due to what the Government
and if he doesn't make a friend of commander construed as another
man he meets he is sure to come tempt to dynamite his troop trains as
very near doing so. Socorro Chieftain. Iwas done '.lt Relluno several weeks
Receiver of the Land Office E. H. ag0,
Salazar at Fort Sumner, is in the Cap- Wouldn't Take Chances,
j
ital.
Near .lavalsa today, one of the fed- Colonel W. IT. II. Llewellyn has.eral trains supported by a column of
returned from Las Graces.
cavalry was aioviug slowly northward.
Attorney E. C. Wade, Sr., and E. C. Cclonei Alatorre in command of the
Wade Jr., arrived this noon from Las rebel garrison at Escalon, loosened tliej
brakes of a halt dozen freight cars
Cruees.
W If. Austin, a real estate 3ian of land started them own grade toward
El Paso, was a noon arrival in the the advancing enemy. A broken bridge
separated the trains, but the federal
Capital.
to take
Attorney Elmer E. Veeder of Las commander appeared unwilling
any chances and immediately his loco- v0r.-arrive n,, tho nonn train
es- fcee Wn at motive was reversed the train and
Thnnrto.- .- irco ,vfc
nnv ntem Mn eountv. latelv was cort went poundin southward again
whiie the cars sent by Alatorre were
at Albuquerque yesterday.
stonned bv the bridge. Alatorre is
Colonel William M. Berger, editor
still in command of a small garrison
of the Belen Tribune, is in town.
'at
Escalon and the main body yet
in
F. M. Jones, mining engineer, is
and
holds its position at Asunsolo
the Capital from Albuquerque.
Rellano, fifteen miles behind.
Democratic
Karl W. Greene of
headquarters, has returned from a INFANTRY WILL TAKE
trip to Clovis, Portales and other
1,200 MILE HIKE IN JUNE.
eastern New Mexico points.
Attorney Summers Burkhart of AlCheyenne, Wyo., May 20 Detachbuquerque, was in consultation with ments of the Fourth Field Artillery at
Governor McDonald today.
Fort Russell will start on a 1,200 mile
Sheriff Charles Closson is attending practice march early in June, accord-thraces at Albuquerque. J. Porter jng to announcement made today. The
Jones went down to the Duke City line of march will include, Denver,
lorado Springs, Pueblo, Alamosa, Monhim.
M. A. Otero went to tevista. Del Norte, Lake City,
and
to attend the commence-- ! son, Buena Vista, Leadville
ment exercises at the New Mexico Georgetown.
Military Institute from which his son
DETROIT BASEBALL STRIKE
graduates this week.
COMES TO ABRUPT END.
CUSTOMS PORT WAS CAPTURED.
Club Captain Announces That Team
Will Play Without "Ty"
Continued irom rage One.

MRS. W. LINDIIARDT,

j

j

i

'

i
i

,

five years ago with the hope of
paining his health in Silver City and
Fire in Congressman
Fergusson's was employrd there as salesman in
Home Fire at Albuquerque, yesterday 'the Silver City Mercantile Store.
untied two rooms in the bouse of
Congressman 11. n. Fcrgusson, destroySOMETHING NEW.
ing his valuable library, art treasures,
An elegant room with hath at $1.50
piano iitid furniture.
and $L'.('ii per day, or an elegant room
Shooting Affray in Socorro County
with private toilet and lavatory at
On Sunday morning at a dance at La
per day has been the new feature
Joya, Socorro county, Meliton Ilarela iiic'alicd in the Albany Hotel, Denver,
was shot through the lungs and seri- which will fill a long-fel- t
want. A
ously wounded. Tonias Esquibel and room with bath in a hotel these days
Vicente and Aseneio Baca, were ar--1 has become a necessity and not a luxested.
ury, and the managers of The Albany
Thirst For Whiskey Causes Suicide realizing this, have been ambitious to
Henry Spruck von Armenthal com- - gatisfy the traveling public.
mitted suicide by shooting yesterday
These rooms, while being rated at a
in a Chicago hotel. The German no- - very reasonable price, have not. been
bleman said his despondency was due neglected in any way in the furnish- to drink and unrequited love.
ings and equipment, nearly all being
District Court Ha-- . Busy Week in
finished in Louis XVI style of furniCarrizozo.
ture and finished in the light enamel
The district court has been holding colors. This character of furnishings
night and day sessions in Carrizozo is what has made the newer hotels in
for the past week and has disposed New York so popular within the last
of a large number of cases, one of the few months, and The Albany will bo
most important being the Isaac Her-ri- n the only hotel West of Xew York to
murder case. The jury was out be equipped with furnishings of this
three and a half hours and finally character.
brought in a verdict of "Not Guilty."
Iterrm was charged with Killing a
watchman in the depot in Carrizozo
in 1!H9.
Emmet t Rozarth entered a
4 Horse Power
plea of guilty to the three charges
PRICE, $165.00
of assault. Pedro Bajila and Juan Es- trada entered a plea of "Guilty" to
With Imported Magneto.
a (inula with trouble
the charges of robbery. The sixth ' A MotorOyc-l- leftwithout
lit the factory.
special venire of the week was issued
for the murder case of the State vs.
Lavina Dunn. The jury found the de-fendant. not guilty.
j
'
Death of John Heidinger In Silver
''''
City.
Tohn Heidinger,
aged thirty-five- ,
died Friday morning in Silver City,
leaving a w fe and three children to
LIGHT, SILENT AMU RKI.fA.RLE.
survive him. He left Gainsville, Tex., PASM
BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.

j

FOR SALE

'
!

Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

ROUND-UP-

.

1

j

e

Lawn andSiik Waists

Gunni-Roswe-

HANDSOME PATTERNS

A
A
A
A
A
'A

White Embroidered Dresses

A
A

SRE THE DISPLAY.

A
A

Cobb.

territory, as Guada- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
20. The
Pa
May
Philadelphia,
lupe is far removed from the border,
William E. Leonard, district super but the border patrol of American baseball strike inaugurated by the
intendent for the Western Union Tel- troops has been extended to Tornillo Detroit team last Saturday came to an
egraph and Cable Company, arrived to prevent the crossing of armed men end today when President Frank
in the city Saturday
from Denver
eilher side.
jvin of the Detroit Club announced in
and registered at the Palace.
Federals Lost 90 at Pedricena.
the presence of all players that the
C. L. Cline, G. F. Moye, J. C. Hurl- Jimenez, Mex., May 20 Ninety vol-- ' team would play in Washington tomor- man, W. Beeman and A. Baker, all of unteers of the government force and row without the services of "Ty" Cobb,
Las Vegas, are in the city as wit-- ! twenty rebels were killed at Pedricena who still stands suspended for his at
States southwest of Torreon last
ta k on a spectator in Xew iork last
nesses before the United
court. They are at the Palace.
day, according to couriers reaching w:ec-Mr. Xavin told the players he would
Representative C. - N. Hilton came .General Orozco's headquarters here to- down from Santa Fe yesterday morn- - day. From Colonel Canales, the rebel do his utmost to have the suspension!
ing to attend to private business dur- commander, the fighting lasted ten of Cobb lifted at the earliest moment
to
also
vacation,
hours after which the rebels claim and that he would take care of all fines
the
legislative
ing
ball. So- they entered the town. The insurrec-to- s inflicted on the players for their strike,
attend the commencement
claim to have taken 100 prisoners The players have consented to return
corro Chieftain.
on this promise because they feel Mr.
Judge T. D. Leib, who has just and much ammunition.
Navin was the innocent sufferer in
Close in on Torreon.
closed a term of the district court
After the fight, the rebels continued this extraordinary affair. The players
at Taos was in Santa Fe Saturday
that;
enroute for his home in Raton. Judge their march to join Generals Campa desire it distinctly understood
Leib is a guest at the Montezuma. He and Arguemedo in their advance on the principle involved on which they
Torreon. An unconfirmed, but reliable struck will be taken up and fought to
departed for his home yesterday
report is that Colonels Amaya and Ca- a finish with the American League.
nales were wounded, the former seri
Still Sore on Johnson.
ously.
The players announced in the
British Gunboat at Mazatlan.
of Mr Kavin that hereafter, if '
on American

Xa-fo-
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160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle
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Pope Motor Cycle

j

Glorieta Battle Field
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Great Bargains

business before the federal court. He
this
will appear for the railroad
morning in the case of Mrs. Charles
O'Conner

Go

.

R. E. Twitchell, solicitor for the A.
T. and S. F. R. R. is in the city on

a
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The Day's Quotations.
The worst calamity that could befall a man is letting alone. There
is no sadder picture in all Bunyan's
wondrous gallery than that of the
man whose soul was contented with
the muck rake, so that he did not
care about the crown and the angel
above his head. '
Minot Savage.
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Bird's Eye Maple Furniture!
COMPLETE SETS,
Such as you have never seen in the city. Nothing quite so dainty as this furniture.

Very Low Prices on NOW

j

j

O.C.WATSON & CO.

I
f

SURETY

INSURANCE,

I

BONDS,

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

FOR THE

MULLIGAN & RISING,
Day or Night Phone,

Culiacan,

Sinaloa, Mex., May 20.
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The British gunboat Algerine arrived shall...De made .ceiore
at Mazatlan last night, preparatory to pended.

1

M

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

Tt

FIRE
INSURANCE
a cruise along the west coast of MexiFIRE
Mr. Xavin promised the players and
co to pick up refugees. Two hundred announced it in the presence of the
rebels captured by federal scouts to- newspaper men. that he would take up !
day were sent to Mazatlan to be put with the American League the queson board the Mexican gunboat Guer- tion of protecting the players against
rero en route to the penal colony at unsportsmanlike conduct by
Of 44
Marias island. Rebel leaders have
action
notified Southern Pacific officials that
this
that
The players say
To-morrorailroad bridges will be burned if fed- was not taken as a result of anything
Southeast of Plaza.
on
trains.
eral troops are carried
"Van" Johnson has done. That their
Federals Attack Guadalupe,
fight against what they termed the
Juarez, Mex.. May 20. Coionel Pas-cu- arrogance of the American League 'BJ
is still on. While no offOrozco, Sr., father of the military
N. M.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,
CO. chief, who is in charge of the garrison president
KAUfJE
icial announcement on the subject has
here, received word at 11 o'clock today been made, it is expected that Cobb
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
that thirty rebel rurales in the town will be back in the game by
miles east of
of Guadalupe, thirty-fivhere along the Rio Grande had been atINVESTIGATION.
tacked by 200 federals from San Igna-ciNO BROOKES
Colonel Orozco ordered 200 men
from here to reinforce the Guadalupe
(Continued from Page One.)
USE
garrison.
To Make Tornillo a Customs Port.
motion to dismiss was submited. Addoz.
75c
It was reported today that the Mexi- journed to Tuesday 'orenoon.
Many Fine Varieties 50c
can government will make a deterDecisions.
Court
Supreme
Chrysan-rLA- li
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
mined effort to take Guadalupe and
Pansy, Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks,
The state supreme court met this
1
establish there a port of customs en- afternoon at the capitol with Judges
ARE OVER.
themums, and other hardy perennials.
try. Since the taking by the rebels of Roberts, Hanna and Parker on thej
C.
Juarez the Mexican government has bench and Clerk Jose D. Sena in at-Flour quality varies achad no border point near here through tendance.
4I5 Palace Avenue.
to
wheat
quality.
cording
.
Phone. Black 204.
which it could obtain munitions of
Case 1163, Territory of Xew Mexico,!
Poor wheat mean? poor
war. It is expected that the Mexican
appellee, vs. Bnos R. Hart, appellant,
flcur, poor flour means
government, will ask the United States reversed and remanded.
The
bread.
poor
gluten
to make Tornillo, Texas, opposite
Case 1443, Eugene F. Hardwick, apin hard wheat is the eleGuadalupe, temporarily a customs port. pellee, vs. James W. Rice, appellant,
makes
ment
the
that
American Consul Protests.
motion denied.
CI
bread raise. Hard wheat
At General Orozco's Headquarters,
is rich in gluten that's
May 20. Bridge burning, wire cutting MEETING OF AD. MEN IN DALLAS.
w hy it's hard. The more
and the resultant destruction of propContinued on page eight
gluten the wheat conerty along the line of railroads in this
of
forth an extains the less flour you
vicinity, has brought
Americau
store
between
notes
of
use
and overshadowing department
that's why
have to
change
you
and competitor."
Consul Letcher at Chihuahua,
the use of BOSS PATENT
Jose Cordova, secretary of state of
Membership on Increase.
FLOUR means real econSan Francisco
Chihuahua.
The membership of the Associated
' Street
omy, better results and
Reliable Jeweler
inhas
of
America,
Clubs
Advertising
Rebels Deny Responsibility.
better treatment of your
in
cent
the
Cordova today notified Orozco that creased nearly seventy per
digestive organs. :: ::
in answer to a note from Mr. Letcher last year. President George vv. coiein
annual
said
his
report,
of
man,
destruction
the
against
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, protesting
railroad property in which Americans
are interested, he naa sent a counier
Grapes, Oranges,
note declaring that the depredations
referred to were the work of the
or government agents.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Bridge Burning Handicaps Rebels.
Eggs
For some weeks the rebels have
DAILY.
VEGETABLES
FRESH
been greatly handicaped by the wrecking of bridges between here and ChiFACTO KY
SWASTIKA LUMP
huahua. The latest instance was Sat
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
wires
CER1LLOS
when
the
telegraph
urday night
KAUNE
WOOD
of
CORD
were cut at points north and south
STEAM COAL
Santa Rosalia, which is behind the reb-fU AC i WHPFI fl!V
ALL
COAL,
ANTHRACITE
Wire communication
here.
Lowetsr elwasarmy
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & 5. F. Railroad Depot
restored today.
315 Palace Ave
ZU4.
Kefl
PilOIie
Mex
Rebel
Escalon,
At the
Front,
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TWO WEEKS

130 Red.

MISS A. MUGLER.

Next Door to Postoffice
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When Your GlassesBreak

U S.

SEND THEM TO

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
'
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Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S!
Low & Hi gh Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

.

204 W. Palace Ave.
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HACK SERVICE.

FIRST-CLAS- S

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICI'S

HACK LINE

"

Buggies and Saddle Horses.
i

THEODORE CORRICK, Prop'r
:::
Phone Black- - S.

per

McCONVERY,

Graduation Presents
that

the most useful gifts
The store is full
at reasonable prices.
and
find
can

Grape Fruit, Apples.

,S.C.Buff Orpingtons
for Hatching.
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JAMES

Tulips

H. C. YONTZ,

Inspect Them.
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JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
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BY FIRST MAIL.
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Narcissus, Daffodils
and
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Insuring Today Avoids
gretting
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Boss Patent Flour

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to OccuHsts' Prescription.
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Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
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and
Rhularb
Pudding.
It is conceded that liquor legislamany cooks:
it cannot last.
E. V. Robinson ten times more clever and make
A.
in
of
a
rhubarb
pieces
pint
tion has been one of the prominent
Without
Eggs. Take
Cor. Vjec. Fred
and sprinkle with a cup of sugar. Let twoDoughnuts of sour milk, a cup of MK'X"X"XX"XCXX"MX:
their examinotions much easier. Ask
and continuing elements in the Illicupfuls
Closing Quotations.
AlariO.
more with a cup of
an
or
hour
stand
Professor J. A. Wood on this quesand
John
six
or
cream
tablespoonfuls
nois general
thick sour
assembly,
New York, May 20. Call money
add a pint of
then
raisins,
tion.
chopped
a
and
soda
of
in
of hot fat, a teaspoonful
;
Silver
Broederick, being a saloonkeeper
WHY THE ADS DIDN'T PAY
prime paper 4 to
ODD FELLOWS,
breadcrumbs and two tablespoonfu'.s
Apply Business College, west side
four
and
of
teaspoonfuls
sugar
cup
the city of Chicago, was naturally a 01
4S:
dollars
Mexican
Copper
Santa Fe Lodge of Plaza. Walter Norton, F. R. G. S.,
of melted butter. Put in layers into of
flour
with
sifted
4.10
powder
of
baking
interests,
Lead
the
liquor
Tin 45.5046;
16.12
In Tryrepresentative
No. 2, I. O. O. F. President.
a buttered baking dish, cover for the
with Experience of a Southern City
83
and money passing from him to Hoist-law- , (84.24; Amalgamated
Sugar firs half hour. Serve with liquid enough to roll very soft. Flavor
meets regularly
ing to Attract People Follow-Uto
co)t,
very
stand
and
let
get
nutmeg
is a feature of the case so sug 1291-2- ;
Atchison 106; Great Northern sauce or cream.
Work Necessary.
at 8 o'clock
evening
every
seft.
Thursday
handled
be
can
quite
then they
flME TABLE ALL
broth
A little grated cheese with chopped
gestive in the absence of any other 1131 4; New York Central 119
Hall.
Fellows
Odd
in
Visiting
Drops. Beat the whites
Sponge
Reading onion and French dressing makes a
consideration of its payiment as to Northern Pacific 119
One southern city wisely contracted ers always welcome.
LOCAL TRAINS
and lemon, for several hundred dollars' worth of
1111-2- :
Pacific
Southern
raise a strong presumption at least 1751-2- ;
new and delicious filling for sand- of three eggs until thick
colored; add gradually, beating con advertising space in a leading ChiSteel 70; Steel wiches.
that its payment had some connec- Union Pacific! 170
No
Santa Fe Camp
The following are the time tables
a third ot a cup of powdered cago publication during the period of
tion with the election of Mr. Halst- pfd. 1111-8- .
Lemon
Prunes In
Jelly. Cook stantly, add
6673, R. N. A. meeti of the local railroads:
a
two
of
eggs,
the
yolks
sugar;
show.
land
Lead
and
recent
the
Spelter.
law to the Senate of Illinois."
first Tuesday of eaco
prunes until soft, take out the stones
St. Louis. Mo., May 20. Lead firm without breaking them; add half a fourth of a teaspoonful of salt, a third
Before tte land show had closed reTaken altogether, the committee
social meeting
month;
flavor.
to
vanilla
"A. T. A . r. Ry."
of
of
a
of
flour,
form
cup
many
turns came freely in the
at Fire
cup of figs or half the quantity used
said, the testimony indicated to it er 4.10; Spelter strong 6.707.00.
third
Tuesday
bako.
to
tins
on
buttered
Leave
various
from
of
Drop
Provisions.
and
parts
Grain
letters
inquiry
a
mold.
Four
into
was
the
election
and
of prunes,
put
that Mr. Lorimer's
man's Hall. Visiting
8:10 a. m., to connect "with No. 8
of the country. They "looked good."
Chicago, 111., May 20. Wheat, May over lemon jelly and set away to Sprinkle with powered sugar.
result of political conditions and not
welcome.
tableand No. 10 eastbound.
neighbors
a
westbound
three
Put
1071-877
Fritter
doubtless
goodly
;
and
Queen's
represented
Corn,
May
mold. Serve with, whipped cream.
attributable to the corrupt use of 112; July53
NETTIE VICKROY,
arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
51
of butter into a half cup tf percentage of hopeful possibilities.
July
Returning,
Oats,
spoonfuls
May
in
July
Cut
Peanut
and
statement
Soup.
the
Vegetable
It dwelt upon
Oracle p. m.
money.
one knows and probably no
over a fire; when boiling add
no
But
water
47
May
Lard,
17.85;
Pork.
medium-sizeMay
potatwo
small
pieces
that not a single witness had reflect- 10.37
of flour. Cool and add twi one will ever know, because the local MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
Ribs, May 10.07
toes, one large carrot and two stalks half cup
ed upon Senator Lorimer personally
The eggs commercial body has no equipment for
thoroughly.
conect
vith No. 1 westbound and No.
Wool.
eggs,
beating
cook
and
tomato
of celery, one large
THE PEACE.
and that no testimony existed as to
OF
time.
JUSTICE
a
situation.
Fir
one
at
FOR
the
added
to
are
be
eastbound.
2
handling
20.
Bteady.
Wool,
St. Louis, May
In salted water with a bunch of soup
a single indiscreet remark or imin smoking
The New Mexican Printing ComThey have no printed matter to send
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
herbs. When the vegetables are ten- the mixture by spoonfuls
Territory and western mediums, 16
the
hot.
to
fat.
proper action on his part.
correspondents.
pany has on hand already bound, civil
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con-ne18c. Fine mediums, 15 17; fine, 10 der, put through a sieve, if desired,
Illinois Legislature Corrupt.
They have no plan for classifying, and criminal dockets, especially made
with No. 7 westbound and No. i
Queen's Pudding. Take the yolta
15.
and add two tablespoonfuls of peaand referring the several up for the use of Justices of the eastbound.
As to general corruption funds in
s
a
of
if
grouping
cup
of
four
softened
eggs,
been
which
has
Kansas City.
nut butter
the Illinois legislature, it was said
should suffer, two tablespoonfuls of buttei, communications to any one who might Peace. They have printed headlines
Returnin0 arrive at Santa Fe at
Kansas City, Mo., May 20. Cattle-Rece- ipts, In a little hot water. There
that without definite proof of the extwo cups of cracker crumbs rolleft helpfully respond and deal with them. in eilher Spanish or English on good 8:35 p. m.
four.
serve
to
be
liquid
enough
south8,000 Including 1,000
the
sweet milk. Mis
They have no exact data to submit paper, well bound with leather back
istence of a specific jack-poLave Santa Fe at 8:56 p. n. to con.
Beet and Cheese Salad. Make cot- fine, five cups of
ative
oven in reply to specific Inquiries.
with canvass sides. rect with No. 8 astbound and No. 3
committee can only report that a gen- erns. Strong, 10o higher.
and bake in a moderate
well
waland
cornersfi,
a
stick
and
Into
balls
cheese
tage
s
They have not even some one In Full index in front mi a list of the westbound.
of en hour.
eral belief exists among "many classes steers. $G.909.10; southern steers, nut meat on each side. Slice small
even a forSauce. Warm a fourth of a pound the office who is making
of the Peace and
that corruption funds have been more $5.508.25; southern cows and heif- cooked beets and put two cheese
Returnicg, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
or at least ac fees of the Justice
"form"
heifor
and
cows
reply
mal
of
native
add
a
in
powdenrT
cup
ers,
$4.256.50;
ot
common
with
or less
butter,
Constables printed in full on the firt P. m.
legislation
and three slices of beets on esch
balls
ers, $4.008.25; stackers end feeders lettuce leaf or nest. Keep on ice un- sugar, the rind and juice of a lemoF, knowledgment.
The pages are 1
that state."
Passengers fT tne Beien cut-oi- l
They have no plan, no policy, no page. books ar mode up in civil and
$o.007.25; bulls, $4.757.00 calves til ready to serve. Add French dress- Add a half cup of whipped cream.
These
Pecos Valley points should now
and
no
no
no
method,
machinery,
program,
of
two
strong
cups
Coffee Jelly. To
$u.008.25; western steers, $G.50
LOCKWOOD WILL TELL OF
dockets separate of 320 leave at 3:30 p. as. instead of 7:20
criminal
ing Just before serving.
"no
no
nothing!"
data,
matter,
or geiati
printed
ALLEGED JUROR BRIBING. 8.90; western cows, $4.506.75.
For those who object to pastry, a coffee add half a box
Connection leaves Alpages eacli', or witn worn civu
as heretoior'.
Is it not awful! Awful!! Awful!::
of
80
with
Hogs Receipts, 8,000. Market 5 crustless pie will be welcome. Butter which has been softened in a cup
one
in
bound
book,
criminal
not
r- instad ot
does
course
7:55
t
of
And
"advertising
buquerque
taste and stir
Witnea
Will to 10c lower. Bulk of sales, $7.40
Sometime Tomorrow
nivii nnrt S!u tiaees
a deep pie plate with plenty of but- cold water. Sweeten to
- criminal. 2:20 a. m.
iUB
sherbet
in
Serve
pay.'
while
well
cooling.
Take Stand in Darrow
7.75; heavy, $7.707.80; packers and ter, then dust over a coating of flour,
.if eacn.
Uvil or criminal
cuscups with sweetened whipped cream-Prosecution.
butchers. $7.507.75; lights, $7.25
pour in the pie filling, pumpkin,
civil and criminal $4.00. For
D. & ft. a. ny.
Will Advertise Texas University.
tard or any kind desired, and bake as
7.55; pigs, $o.50C.50.
$.50 additional these books will be
10:05 a. m. or nort.
Leaves
Uniof
a
the
C.
Naw
to
Will
Hogg,
graduate
Mexican)
IensoiJ
wire
Market usual.
10,000.
(By Special
Sheep Receipts,
sent by mail or prepaid express. Cash
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from lorth.
versity of Texas, has raised $130,000, must accompnay order
Los Angeles, Calif., May 20. George 10c higher.
Muttons,
$1.255.75;
State plainly
New exlco central Ry.
to
adverdevoted
be
to
the
which is
N. Lockwood, rancher, civil war vet- lambs, $6.50'9.50; range wethers and
went
In an ad- whether English or Spanish is
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
tising of the university.
The Forgetful Man.
eran and last fall a prospective juror yearlings, $4.50G.OO; range ewes,
ed.
I east and 1 seuth and west
Knlcker What did he remember on dress made to the students he emin the McNamara caEe, is expected to $3.504.75; Texas goats, $3.003.G0.
of
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
the
popularizing
necessity
stand?
a
as
phasized
witness
witness
the
against
take the stand
It Seemed So.
Chicago.
with
No. 3 easf- not
the
from
tomorinstitution
people.
the
some
time
nothing;
Bocker Absolutely
Clarence S. Darrow
Wife I left that child in your care
Chicago, 111., May 20. Receipts,
like this, only
Just
a
winter
even
row and tell of the bribe of $4,000 givbeen
cryhas
it
What
it!
Very
at
look
and
Market steady to 10c higher.
If you use embossed stationery, you
colder.
en him by Bert H. Franklin, the detec- Beeves, $6.10 9.30; Texas
To Punish "Fake" Advertisers.
steers, ing about?
It is a very serious matter to ask
do no better than placing your or
can
McNamara
of
the
in
hourB!
I
the
10
think.
employ
tive
Husband About
Birmingham advertising men are to
western steers, $6.25(R
one medicine and have the
for
$6.007.85;
alwith the New Mexican Printing
is
der
who
Lockwood
It.
was
of
No Doubt
defense. It
Introduce a measure in the next Ala8 00; stockers an
dfeeders, $4.40
wrong one given you. For this
to be very bama legislature to make punishable
prices will be quoted upon request.
of
home
man's
Wines
"A
ought
Tuscany.
Cheap
7.10; cows and heifers, $3.008.00;
reason we urge you in buying to
Our styles and lorms are strictly up
The best Italian wines in Tuscany dear to him."
as a state offense any untrue statecalves, $5.25 8.75.
the
careful
to
be
coal
to date.
of
genuine
rate
get
at
of
the
wholesale at about eight ftents
to
present
"It
sales
tell
is,
ment in the exploitation
Market
57,000.
Hogs Receipt'
butter
and
tne
luart
public.
slow, and mostly 10c lower. Light,
Let Him Know It If you are out of
tto urassTfanG.
Black-draug- ht
Advertise.
Will
a
j$7.277.75; mixed, $7.357.85; heavy
Church
position, you must let the employer
have
and
bands
megaphones
Brass
$7.3 5' 7.85; rough, $7.35 7.65;
Methodist
pigs,
First
of
the
it. A want advertisement in the
know
oe-accomcoffee-drinkinThi,
f,
wno
herald
pastor
the
to
needed
not been
from
Liver Medicine
g The manufacturer
ar111., has
$5.O0G.9O; bulk of sales, $7.65
of
and
ness
Springfield,
church
professional man in the city
of
honout
of the administration
cldei that he will put
1 plishments
7.80.
usually stops after
and county and a great many in the
All of the great
ranged with the Evening News of that
Taft.
this old, relia
est. reliable goods and then
of
President
The
reputation
Market
20,000.
Sheep Receipts,
state. If yon have any special tala change to
city for two columns every Saturday
ble medicine, for constipation, in
achievements for which the president
trust to the system of being
western is
steady, ative, $3.756.25;
in which to advertise the Sunday servhis
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
digestion and liver trouble, is firm
loving
"advertised
by
directly responsible have been acices in his ohu'ch
$4.00G.30;
$5.507.25;
yearlings,
In
ly established. It does not imitate
complished quietly and without the
friends," will undoubtedly
'
other medicines. It is better than
western slightest semblance of noise or bluslambs, native, $5.008.65;
It will not pay you to waste your
time acquire a delightful little
others, or it would not be the faBlouses With Silk Suits.
$5.758.70.
The voters of the country dister.
circle of "loving friends," but he
time
writing out your legal forms
liver
a
vorite
with
larger
powder,
Hand tucked tulle blouses are worn
Cotton.
will never live to see his tradecan get them already printwhen
played their faith in President Taft
you
than
all
combined.
sale
others
with silk suits. They are made quite
New York, May 20. Cotton spot and his policies in 1908, and they art
mark rated at a million dollars.
ed at the New Mexican Printing
SOLD IN TOWN
F2
"There's a Reason"
net
or
with
tulle
trimmed
only
closed quiet. Middling uplands 10.50 prepared to again register their al
simple,
Company.
jabots or pusses.
middling gulf 11.75. Sales 1,000 bales, leglaiica to bit cause.
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defeated the Sena Tigers by a score of
11 to 9.
A large crowd attended the
game which was a good one.
Brighten Up with Sherwin-William- s
paints and varnishes at Goebels.
Arrested for Theft of Revolver
WEATHER FORECAST.
Lula Steele, was arrested in' Las Ve- Denver, Colo., May 20. New
gas on the charge of breaking into the
Mexico, tonight and Tuesday
rouse of Anderson Taylor, and stealgenerally cloudy and unsettled
not much change in temperaThe woman, was
ing a revolver.
ture.
caught with the goods on her and was
sentenced to ninety days iu the county jail.
For Sale Jry residence on Palace
Don't Wear Those Ready Made
Ave. C. A. Bishop.
Clothes They show they are cata- Ladies, you will be interested in tha logue garments
Call at the W. H.
change of advertisement of Mrs. Lind- - Goebel Tailoring Company and get a
hart. bee page four.
stunning suit for less to fit you
Our meat market, because so many
for un Burn and chapped hands, The House With the Tall Porch, a
arrange for their meets here!
Benzoin, Witch Hazel and Almond great drama. It's at the Elks'
tonight.
Cream Zook's.
Marriage at Cathedral-Pi- lar
Rael
win"!9
eihtl!!f
Cienega and Manuelita Baca of
MrCiSeS,fJh!
, ,
,n
high school jAglla PrIa were at ?
WE WILL BE PLEASED
8:13
united
in
morning
v1dneSday
nJghtf,
o clock.
m- To Arrange With You
AntgQnio yFour.
Very Reveren(J
at
tne
cnegu
cathedral. The spon- For The Best Cuts of Meat All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electric
sors and witnesses were Pedro Lopez
Laundry brought into the office will and Beatrice
Either By 'Phone
Armijo.
be redeemed at 10c doz.
in the drug business is
Experience
Tickets
for
the
Senior play will be
Or At Our Counter.
on sale at Fischer's drug store tomor-- a valuable asset. Have your prescriptions filled at Zook's.
row morning.
Baccalaureate Sermon
At the
New
styie Corsets "Townsend' Flrst
Presbyterian church last evenhas just received twelve new stvleai
A Rendezvous For Meat
zRev- C. B. Corsets,
McCol'.ough preached
ranging in price $1.00 to' lng
$3.50. Quality and price guaranteed.! the baccalaureate sermon to the high
There is nothing better made. Why;scho1 graduating class. It was a
convincing ana lorcetui presentation
pay more.
the theme: "The Value of Char
About The Kind Thev Fat ! Warm
coming, coowng'f
I
J
Building."
by electricity is cheaper than eoal.j
Sparks can prove it. See him.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and
The Widower's Daughter, a snake- comedy. See it at the Elks' to-- ! inS all modern conveniences, incluu-night- .
j'Dg electric light, steam heat and
Bank
Gorman Victors Vs. Sena Tiaers ' "ai"s m the First National
At a ball game played yesterday on b iilding. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Phone 92.
Buena Vista Loma the Gorman Victors
Cloudy Cloudy weather with not
much change in temperature is predicted. Saturday the temperature reached
a maximum of 77, yesterday of 73.
The minimum Saturday was 52 and
yesterday 53 degrees. There was a
j trace of rain last evening.
Saturday,
the relative humidity was down to 9
per cent and yesterday to 20 per cent.
"Kingdom of Heart's Content" is
the title of the Senior play Thursday
A popular

The Home of Quality Groceries
THE DISCOVERY

OF THE

trysting place?
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North Pole
WAS

A GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT
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But You Will Benefit More,! Personally,
the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

By Discovering

T

Turn Your Search irr this Direction.

This Is

Strawberries,

Tomatoes,

Asparagus,

a

For Those Who

-

Are Particular

Rhubarb,

;

Green Onions,

Radishes,

j

hav-vill- e

Spinach,

Carrots.

Parsnips,

1L

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.
Phone 4.
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OUR STOCK OF TOOLS

7

WILL INTEREST

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVT. VCU.l WATttT
CLEANLD OCCASIONALLY
AWAXJI wi!l run without
any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-

" Time

and accuracy of your watch.
i.wvc your watch with us today.

SANTA

HARDWARE AND SUPPLY COMPANY.

i

guishing the blaze. His arm and hand METHODISTS AGAIN FAIL
are very badly burned and the doctors
TO ELECT BISHOPS.
say it will be two months before they

are healed.
A Voice From the
Deep, a great
comedy. See it at the Elks tonight.
Three Men Draw on Imaginary
Bank Accounts
.The Las Cruces
county jail is becoming a popular resort. Three men last week took up
their residence there and are paying
their board with the imaginary bank
accounts they had assumed in town.
The first is one J. C. Sandstorm, who
had been working as a cook in Engle,
but arrived in Las Cruces and deposited a draft in the First National Bank
for collection on an imaginary bank
in Tacoma, Washington, for $10,500.
On the strength of the deposit Sand
storm drew checks in town for over
one hundred dollars.
The second
poet was Beaty Green, a negro porter
in the Palmillo Bar, who also drew
checks against his imaginary credit
at the First National Bank.
The
third is French, partner in the Merchants Cafe, who not only drew
checks in excess of the firm's credit
balance but also drew checks in his
own name when he had no account.
Tonight's program at the Elks'.
"The House With the Tall Porch,"
'The Ranch Widower's Daughter," "A
Voice From the Deep." Don't miss
this change.
Gallup Appoints Peace Preservers.
Captain J. W. Green, former super
intendent of the penitentiary, and
Charles Chrisman have been appointed by the town board of Gallup as
peace preservers, the former for the
day and the later for the night.
Normal School Student Dies
Henry Clay Wiley, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. ADdrew Wiley,
died at the family home at Mogollon.
Young Wiley was a student in the
Silver City Normal School and gave
promise of a successful career. He
is survived by his parents and two
brothers.
Don't miss the change of pictures
at the Elks' tonight. They are good.
The best yet at the Elks' tonight.

Pieces That Are
I

I
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Of

A

is

Second.
(By special leased wire to New Mexican)
Minneapolis, Minn., May 20. No
election resulted on the sixth ballot in
the general conference for bishop of
the Methodist Episcopal church, it was
announced today. Dr. W. O. Shepard
of Chicago, retained his position as
high man with 423 votes.
Necessary
to elect 500.
The seventh ballot was taken today
and the outcome will likely be announced at an adjourned session this
Dr. N. Luccock, of Kansas
evening.
City, held this position as second high
man on the sixth ballot with 350 votes.
MAY TERM OF COURT
BEGINS IN LAS VEGAS.

Judge David J. Leahy onened the
district court in Las Vegas this morn
ing. It is not expected that the term
will be a lengthy one since them is
not a great deal of criminal business
on the docket and the erand inrv will
not be called upon to investieare a
Marge number of reported infractions
of the laws. District Attorney Ward
and Assistant District Attorney Hedg-cocwill represent the state in the
criminal cases. This will be Judge
Leahy's first appearance on the bench
in Las Vegas.

'

k

Next Friday evening there
will be a lecture at the Museum of New Mexico by Mrs.
Gerald Cassidy of this city.
The subject will be "Personal
Experience Among the Primitive Navajo." It will certainly be a rare treat for all
those interested In the life of
Mrs. Casprimitive Indians.
sidy will relate her experiences among the Indians in
the vicinity of Shiprock. The
lecture will be illustrated by
slides made from photographs
taken by Mrs. Cassidy. The
lecture is free, and the public
is cordially invited to attend.

URINARY
DISCHARGES
BELIEVED IN

24

HOURS

Each
sule
the

Cap- -

bears
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Beteareqf counter eits
ALL DRUGGISTS

lVfTTC That come

UP and bloom every year are
the ones to have in Santa Fe.

i

FOR SALE NOW AT THE

Clarendon Garden
Phone Black 12.

Golden Glow, Phlox, Shasta Daisies, Pansies,
Hardy Blooming Shrubs and many others.

of Double ervice House Dresses.
TOMORROW we will demonstrate Double Service House Dresses.

They are
practical and useful House Dresses ever designed. No buttons or hooks and
two large snaps on the belt as shown here, hold the entire garment in place.

BEGINNING

eyesjust

On Sixth Ballot Dr. W. O. Shepard
High Man With Dr. N. Luccock

NEGRO PORTER STOLE
$200 IN QUARTERS.
Rock Springs, Wyo., May
20.
James Smith, colored, porter in
charge oT the private car of Manager
Colter of Coles Brothers Circus, has
been arrested here on a charge of
stealing $200 in quarters, all of which
were found on him.
Early reports
stated that the ticket wagon of the
circus had been held up by mounted
bandits who secured $1,700 in money
and jewelry.
The jewelry reported
stolen was recovered in trunks in the
car. .

Spanish-America-
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'pedal Demonstra

Come

FE
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Reliable."
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FOR
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and PRICE

Watches
and
Clocks.

longer than

ery
ally.
4
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travel over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge
your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
hice a year. It will increase
the

DUALITY

YOU IN

First Communiorv The Rev. Fath-- ;
er Pedro Paul Ruepper of the Guad-- !
alupe cureh yesterday administered
first communion to a class of forty- three girls and boys.
The church
was a bower of app'e blossoms whose
odor filled every part of the edifice
and whose dainty white and pink col-- !
ors blended harmoniously
with the
white frocks of the children.
Each
child was given a certificate follow-- I
ing the ceremony signed by the Rev-- :
erend Father Ruepper.
Chloride of Lime sprinkled around
in damp places purifies the air and
kills the germs. Zook's.
Editor
Narrowly
Escapes
Being
Burned to Death Eugene J. H. Roy,
editor of the
at
Roy, Mora county, was seriously burn
ed by a gasoline fire last week. While
drawing gasoline from his automobile
his arm became saturated with the
oil and, when he attempted to light
a cigar his clothes immediately took
fire. Roy held his arm toward the ceil-- !
ing and let the flames burn upward
until some friends could find a blanket and wrap it around him, extin
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TWO REVERSIBLE FRONTS WHICH GIVE DOUBLE SERVICE AS TO WEAR AND SOIL

and see

for
Yourself

EASY TO LAUNDRY BECAUSE THE GARMENT OPENS OUT FLAT

with no buttons or frills to bother, an important point. Double Service House Dresses are made on a
QUALITY BASIS excellent Percales and Ginghams and Best of
Wormanship.
EASY TO

PUT ON AND OFF LIKE

Baldwin

A

COAT, NO PULLING OVER HEAD OA SLIPPING OUT OF

Made in Princess Style, Giving the Garment a Neat and
Tidy Appearance.

SIT!

"4-ln--

Patented

Also has Pocket.

Costs no more than ordinary house dresses, but cheaper in the end because of their double
service features, etc., etc.

PRICES, $1.49, $1.98 and $2.15.
Home

of Hart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes.

HATHAN SALMON

i

